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Introd
duction: Imaging very
v
short T2 tissu
ues frequently enco
ountered in the mu
usculoskeletal systtem using MRI reqquires specialized ppulse sequences w
with very short ech
ho
times ((TE). TE is an im
mportant sequencee parameter which
h, coupled with the
t tissue relaxati on rate, R2 = 1/T
T2, and off-resonnance, foff, determiine T2 contrast on
magnittude images or phaase contrast on phase images, respecctively. There exissts a variety of incconsistent definitioons of TE for shortt echo time sequennces throughout th
he
literatuure. For 3D UTE (w
where the read graadient is ramped up
p after the applicaation of the excitatiion RF pulse), TE is often defined aas the duration from
m the end of the RF
pulse tto the beginning of the read gradient ramp-up [1,2], or
o the duration fro
om the center of thhe RF pulse to thee beginning of the read gradient ram
mp-up [3], while fo
or
other F
FID based sequen
nces, such as WAS
SPI [4], RUFIS [5
5], ZTE [6], or PETRA [7], (wherre the read gradiennt is already rampped up before thee application of th
he
excitattion RF pulse), TE
E is defined as eith
her the dead-time during
d
transmit-recceive (T/R) switchhing [7], or simplyy zero [6]. Here w
we investigate via ttheoretical analysiss,
Bloch simulations, and phantom
p
experimen
nts an appropriate definition of TE for
f either kind of sshort echo time FID
D sequences.
Theoryy: With a standard
d gradient echo (G
GRE) sequence (Fig.1A), TE is a well-defined quantiity, starting at the center of the RF ppulse and ending at the center of th
he
data accquisition (DAQ) window
w
where k = 0. The image inteensity reduction du
ue to T2, and phasse evolution due too ω = 2πfoff is givenn by:
S (TE ) ~ e − R2TE eiωTE [1]
A typiccal UTE and RUF
FIS/ZTE sequence are shown in Fig..1B and Fig.1C, reespectively. The efffective TE can bee subdivided into tthe time periods (nnot drawn to scale
e)
during RF excitation (TE
ERF), frequency enccoding during dataa acquisition (TEEnncode), and a time bbetween the two whhich we will refer to as the delay-tim
me TDelay.
For exaample, for a GRE sequence (Fig.1A) this means that: TE
T GRE = TRF/2 +TDelay
+ TDAQ/2 [22a]
D
The maagnetization trajecctory during hard RF
R excitation in th
he presence of T2 relaxation
r
is givenn by [8], while the magnetization traj
ajectory for off-resonance during harrd
RF pullses is given by [9
9]. Both can be ex
xpanded to first orrder to yield an efffective TERF = TRRF/2, resulting in T
TEUTE = TRF/2 +TDDelay. It was shownn in [10] that when
imaginng an object of sizze L, the effectivee equations for T2
2 decay and off-reesonance for radiaal imaging using a read gradient w
with amplitude G and slew-rate slew
w
(corressponding to a ram
mp time Tramp) havee contributions du
uring the gradient encoding beyond k = 0 that need tto be included intoo the signal modeel. Expanding thesse
image equations to first order yields effecttive TEs during th
he DAQ shown in Table 1. Combiniing these contributtions, we arrive att an effective TE ffor UTE sequencess:
effTEUUTE = TEUTE + TEEnncode [2b]
where TEEncode is given by
b Table 1. For ZTE,
Z
if the missing
g data is synthesizzed/extrapolated c orrectly (that is itt actually represennts the signal that would be observe
ed
during DAQ with neglectible RF and T/R
R switch time) thee fully recovered signal
s
becomes inndependent of the amount of missinng center k-space data (e.g. due to a
longer or shorter T/R sw
witch time), as sho
ow in Fig.2. This implies that the effective
e
TE time iis independent off the T/R switchingg time. Since the time points for th
he
center of the RF pulse an
nd readout k = 0 co
oincide, TEZTE = 0 and the effective TE only contains tthe effects during gradient encodingg: effTEZTE = 0 + T
TEEncode [2c]

Simulaations: Bloch equaation simulations were
w conducted to
o study T2 decay an
nd phase evolutionn during the differrent parts of the sequences (e.g. RF ppulse, DAQ, etc.)
show in Fig.1. A 1D exaample of such a Blo
och simulation is shown
s
in Fig.3. Th
he signals for bothh k-space lines of a 1D UTE/ZTE seqquence (or a singlee full k-space line
mple box objects (o
one long T2 and on
n-resonance, the other with progresssively shorter T2s and/or higher off-resonances, as shoown in blue and
for 1D GRE) for two sim
red) weere simulated, com
mbined, and then Fourier
F
transformed
d. Fig.4 show simu
ulation results (sym
mbols) of the maggnitude and phasess for the three pulse sequences as the
e
delay-ttime (TDelay) betweeen the end of the RF
R pulse and the beginning
b
of the DAQ
D
is increased. A
Also shown are thheoretical lines usinng the simple expoonential in Eq.1,
employying several definiitions for the effecctive TEs. For UTE
E (shown in Fig.4A
A), the correct effeective TE is given by the time from tthe center of RF ppulse and ends after
the effe
fective TE time durring gradient encoding (Eq.2b). Fig.4B shows the resu
ults for the ZTE seequence, for whichh the effective TE w
was found to be inndependent of the
T/R sw
witching time or RF
F pulse width (con
nsistent with the th
heoretical argumen
nt above), and is soolely given by the effective TE durinng DAQ from Tabble 3 (which
remainns constants in the plots for Fig.4).
Phantoom Experiments:: Phantom experim
ments using 3DUTE
E sequences were conducted to veri fy the equations foor the effective TE
E. Four water-filledd spherical
phantooms (diameters L=5.0, 3.6, 2.0, and 1.0cm),
1
shown in Fig.5
F
were imaged
d at 1kHz off-resonnance using RF puulses with TRF = 400µs, with read graddient strengths G =
29mT//m and 10mT/m. The
T measured phasses with each phan
ntom are displayed
d in Fig.6A) and B)) and show good aagreement with thee corresponding thheoretical lines.
Note hhow the phases betw
ween the smaller and
a larger phantom
ms are farther sepaarated in Fig.6B (w
which uses a lowerr value of G), conssistent with Table 1.
Conclu
usion: We have sttudied the effectivee echo time (TE) for
f short echo timee sequences. We ffound that for UTE
E and ZTE the echho time is best desccribed by Eq.2.
From oour results it follow
ws, that the echo tiime for ZTE is nott given by the T/R switching time, (nnot the time betweeen the end of the R
RF to the start of D
DAQ). Erroneous
definitions of TE will un
nderestimate the am
mount of T2 decay
y and off-resonance phase evolutionss, which may resullt in errors in assesssing T2 and/or reesonance frequency
y
of tissuues, when the data is fitted using Eq..1.
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